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Descriptive Summary

Title: Ducker (Professor) Annotations sur les Actes des Apotres, 1725
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 197
Extent: 0.15 cubic ft. (1 volume)
Abstract: Contains one volume comprised of notes on the Acts of the Apostles as dictated by Professor Ducker.
Language: Materials in French and Latin.
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Professor Ducker was an instructor of Greek at Utrecht in the Netherlands. No other information is known regarding Ducker’s identity or the identity of the note-taker.

Scope and Content Note
This volume is comprised of notes on the Acts of the Apostles as dictated by Professor Ducker. The identity of the person who actually wrote the manuscript is unclear. The writer could have
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been a student in one of Ducker’s classes or, perhaps, Ducker’s secretary. Though the book’s inscription is written in French, the text is written in Latin.
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